
MEMPHIS BIBLES 
RUGGED LEATHER REBIND 

Our Rugged Leather package is an excellent choice for someone who has a bible they’d like to have rebound- new or used.  Rugged 
Leather Bibles include a new genuine leather cover, strengthened spine, new headbands, tail bands and ribbons.  They come with a 
leatherette or card stock inner edge and rough interior cover with the flesh exposed.  Our Rugged Leather Bibles are a paste down 
construction which an extremely sturdy option for anyone wanting their bible to last a long time 

Bible Size    Small - 7” x 5” Medium   Large - 9” x 6” or greater  

Rugged Leather Rebind  $140   $150   $160 

Ribbons      1 ribbon free - $3 per extra ribbon 

Perfect Bound Bible    $25   $25   $25 
Spine Repair 

Personalization Available  Custom Stamping, branding, ribs and edge line options available 

Decorative Ribs   $20   $20   $20 

Perimeter Edge Lined   $20   $20   $20 

Extra Stamping   Holy Bible & Logo - Free   - Additional stamping $1 per letter 

Priority USPS Return Shipping    $11 
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MEMPHIS BIBLES 
PREMIUM BIBLE REBIND 

Our Premium Bible Rebinds come with a super soft cover and leather liner.  Each Premium bible is edge lined with perimeter stitching 
included.  Our premium bibles also have new ribbons, headbands, tail bands and  restrengthened spine. You will also have an 
opportunity to choose your leather color, ribbons perimeter stitching and decorative ribs on the spine. The Premium Bible Rebind 
definitely will live up to its name! 

Bible Size    Small - 7” x 5” Medium   Large - 9” x 6” or greater  

Premium Rebind   $210   $230   $250 

Premium Berisford Ribbons   1 ribbon free - $3 per extra ribbon 

Full Yapp    $20   $25   $30 

Decorative Ribs   $20   $20   $20 
 
Repair Perfect Bound Bible   $25   $25   $25 

Personalization Available  Custom Stamping, Branding, Inlay work and edge gilding available.  Contact for details. 

Extra Stamping   Holy Bible & Logo - Free   - Additional stamping $1 per letter 

Priority USPS Return Shipping    $11 
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STANDARD LEATHER REBIND 

Our Standard Leather Rebind package is an excellent choice for someone who has a bible they’d like to have rebound.  Standard 
rebinds includes a new genuine leather cover, 3/8 in yapp, strengthened spine, new headbands, tail bands and ribbons. 

Bible Size    Small - 7” x 5” Medium   Large - 9” x 6” or greater  

Standard Rebind   $150   $160   $170 

Decorative Ribs   $20   $20   $20 

Ribbons      1 ribbon free - $3 per extra ribbon 

Perfect Bound Bible    $25   $25   $25 
Spine Repair 
 
Extra Stamping   Holy Bible & Logo - Free   - Additional stamping $1 per letter 

Priority USPS Return Shipping    $11 
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PREACHING BINDERS 

Memphis Bibles provides a line of custom preaching binders.  Customize your preaching journal in goatskin, premium leather or 
something else.  Rugged Leather binders include quality leather, personalization and binder mechanism.  Premium binders are 
perimeter stitched in your choice of thread color.  Choose from 2 different sizes of binders for your preaching or message delivery.  
Couple a preaching journal with a premium bible rebind for a uniform look in the same leather. 

Binder Size    A4- 5.5 x 8.5  Full Size 8.5 x 11     

Rugged Leather Binders   $45   $65 

Premium Preaching Binders   $95   $145 

Personalized Stamping  Imprint name, saying, verse or something on the front cover or inside 
     Stamping is $1 per letter 

Priority USPS Return Shipping    $11 
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MIDORI NOTEBOOKS 

Our Midori style notebooks are completely customizable.  They are build with genuine leather and are very useful for note taking, 
jotting random thoughts or prayer/bible journaling.  Each Midori will come with 2 blank booklet journals.  

Midori Size    Small - 3.5 x 5.5 Medium - A4 5.5 x 8.5    

      $30   $45 

Extra Booklets     $3 each  $5 each  

Personalized Stamping  Imprint name, saying, verse or something on the front cover.  We also have the ability to fully   
     customize the journal with your company logo. Stamping is $1 per letter 

Priority USPS Return Shipping    $11 
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CUSTOM NOTEBOOK 

Memphis Bibles also creates custom notebooks for prayer journaling, bible note taking and more.  Notebooks have 240 pages of lined 
paper and set in a pastedown style construction.  Best yet, rebind a bible and notebook in the same leather for a uniform look. Can be 
rebound in a Rugged Leather style or standard pastedown construction.  All notebooks are A4 5.5 x 8.5. 

Style     Rugged Leather  Standard 

Cost      $35   $65 

Extra Stamping   Name, memphis bibles logo, personalized message 
     Additional stamping $1 per letter 

Priority USPS Return Shipping    $11 
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